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A NEW DAWN
FOR EMERGING MARKETS EQUITIES   
The case for emerging markets equities
After five painful years of underperformance by almost 50% in U.S. dollar terms versus developed market 
equities, emerging markets equities enjoyed a rebound in 2016 that followed through into 2017. The 
question on every investor’s mind is: Can it be sustained or is it just another false dawn? At Barings, we 
believe there are grounds for optimism, a view that centers on the outlook for corporate earnings.

We need only to observe the performance from 2011 to 2015 (FIGURE 2) to appreciate how powerful the earnings 
cycle is as a driver of stock market returns in emerging markets. During this period, earnings expectations 
peaked at the beginning of each year before experiencing a steady and sustained decline as companies 
failed to meet analyst forecasts. This proved to be a major headwind for EM equities, which declined by 
more than 30% in U.S. dollar terms over this period. This pattern only changed in 2016 and 2017.

Highlights
• Investor appetite for emerging markets equities has strengthened after several challenging years. We 

believe the strong earnings outlook, attractive valuations and likelihood of rising allocations from global 

investors should sustain the upturn.  

• In our view, active managers who can exploit market inefficiencies to find unrecognized opportunities in 

EM equities will reap the potential rewards for their investors.

• Our EM equity proposition benefits from the strength of our research capability, our disciplined 

investment process and commitment to fundamental analysis.

FIGURE 1: MSCI EMERGING MARKETS INDEX RETURN RELATIVE TO MSCI WORLD INDEX (USD)

SOURCE: BARINGS, FACTSET, MSCI. AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2017.
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So what impacted EM corporate earnings during this period 
and has anything changed? Over the course of 2011 to 2015, 
EM companies suffered a double whammy of falling profit 
margins and slowing sales growth. Profit margins declined 
because real wage growth exceeded productivity growth, 
while sales performance was negatively impacted by weaker 
nominal GDP growth. The end result was that EM corporate 
earnings failed to grow over the five-year period from 2011 to 
2015 (FIGURE 3) and, unsurprisingly, the MSCI Emerging Markets 
Index also failed to make any progress.

However, both of these headwinds have started to reverse and 
the inflection point for the EM corporate earnings cycle has 
now been passed. Profit margins are beginning to turn up as 
productivity growth is outpacing real wage growth thanks to 
previous investment in labor-saving equipment and a renewed 
focus on cost management. Meanwhile, sales performance 
is also starting to improve due to accelerating real GDP 

“We believe the recovery in profit margins is largely           
non-cyclical in nature and as a result can support corporate 

profit performance beyond 2018.”

growth across emerging markets and rising inflation in many 
countries. As a result, consensus earnings expectations 
for 2016 and 2017 broke the pattern of previous years and 
exhibited a steadily rising trend.

This translated into positive earnings growth in 2016 for the 
first time since 2011.1 It is also encouraging to observe that 
the earnings recovery continues to broaden with all 11 major 
sectors of the MSCI Emerging Markets Index forecast to grow.

We believe the recovery in profit margins is largely non-
cyclical in nature and as a result can support corporate profit 
performance beyond 2018. In addition, approximately 70% 
of the MSCI Emerging Markets Index is now comprised of 
information technology, financials, consumer and healthcare.2 
All of these sectors enjoy secular growth support as they 
remain underpenetrated and will continue to be beneficiaries 
of the ongoing expansion of the EM middle class segment. 
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FIGURE 3: EPS GROWTH—MSCI EMERGING MARKETS INDEX

 *FORWARD-LOOKING ESTIMATES 
SOURCE: BARINGS, FACTSET, MSCI. AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2017.

FIGURE 2: MSCI EMERGING MARKETS PRICE INDEX

SOURCE: BARINGS, FACTSET, MSCI. AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2017.
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1.  Source: Barings, FactSet, MSCI. As of December 31, 2017.
2.  Source: MSCI Emerging Markets Index. As of December 31, 2017.
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Global investors remain very underweight the asset class
The upturn in the earnings cycle has not gone completely 
unnoticed by investors as evidenced by inflows into the asset 
class over recent months. However, only $55 billion of fund 
flows have returned to emerging markets compared to the 
$155 billion redeemed over the past couple of years.3

In addition, analysis of global equity fund weightings in 
emerging markets suggests that investors remain markedly 
underinvested in the asset class. Pressure to reverse this 
underweight position will continue to grow as the earnings 
recovery strengthens.

Valuations still signal the asset class is attractive
Valuations should not prove to be a deterrent for investors 
as the relative valuation of the MSCI Emerging Markets Index 
versus MSCI World remains attractive, despite the strong 
performance of the past 24 months. This is particularly 
evident on a price-to-book basis, where it is now only 
modestly higher than the level occupied in 2002 after which 
a five-year bull market and relative outperformance of the 
MSCI World Index followed (FIGURE 4).  

Turning to absolute valuations, a similar picture unfolds. The 
cyclically-adjusted price to earnings (CAPE) ratio, which uses 
rolling five-year average earnings in order to smooth out 
the distortion associated with peak or trough earnings, is 
rebounding off levels that historically have witnessed periods 
of continued positive returns for investors (FIGURE 5).

“Emerging markets encompass 
a vast array of companies, but 

attract significantly less sell-side 
analyst research coverage than 

developed markets.”

FIGURE 4: PRICE TO BOOK RATIO  —MSCI EMERGING 

MARKETS RELATIVE TO MSCI WORLD

SOURCE: BARINGS, FACTSET, MSCI. AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2017.
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FIGURE 5: CYCLICALLY ADJUSTED PE—CALCULATED AS CURRENT PRICE OVER 5-YEAR AVERAGE EARNINGS LEVEL

SOURCE: MSCI, IBES, THOMSON REUTERS DATASTREAM, HSBC. AS OF OCTOBER 20, 2017.
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Our Approach
At Barings, we are active managers. We believe that markets 
often misprice equity securities and none more so than in 
emerging markets. To exploit this, we employ a disciplined 
and consistent investment process that aims to capture these 
opportunities and to deliver superior, long-term, risk-adjusted 
returns for our clients. 

Our approach is anchored in our Growth at a Reasonable 
Price (GARP) investment philosophy and commitment to 
fundamental analysis and bottom-up company research. A 
key differentiator from our competitors is the longer term 
focus of our analysis. Markets are usually adept at discounting 
short-term (one to two years) growth expectations, but not 
at discounting long-term growth. For us, this creates an 
opportunity as we believe that long-term earnings growth is 
the principal driver of stock market performance.

Company-focused research
To identify companies, we utilize structured fundamental 
research and a disciplined investment process combining 
growth, upside/valuation and quality disciplines. We forecast 
earnings growth on a five-year basis and favor companies with 
well-established business franchises, proven management 
and strong and improving balance sheets. We regard these 
companies as higher quality as they provide transparency and 
stability of earnings. We believe this reduces the potential for 
portfolio volatility over time and makes it possible to forecast 
long-term earnings growth more accurately.

Valuing opportunities
Companies are valued on a long-term basis utilizing our 
proprietary five-year earnings forecasts, discounted by an 
appropriate cost of equity and an exit PE. An important 

The case for active management 
in emerging markets
We believe active management offers a significant opportunity 
to exploit market inefficiencies and deliver better absolute and 
risk adjusted returns compared with the benchmark over time. 

Emerging markets encompass a vast array of companies, but 
attract significantly less sell-side analyst research coverage 
than developed markets. This inevitably leads to less accurate 
earnings forecasting and consequently mispriced assets. In 
addition, sell-side forecasts rarely extend beyond two years, and, 
as such, struggle to capture the longer term growth potential of 
companies. Active management can exploit this information gap 
by utilizing a large internal research resource with the ability 
to provide a disciplined and consistent approach to analysis.

Furthermore, with less than 10% of emerging markets stocks 
captured in the index,4 significant investment opportunities can 
be found elsewhere across the less well-known EM landscape—a 
fertile hunting ground for identifying unrecognized growth 
and a differentiated equity performance versus the index.

differentiator, this cost of equity calculation incorporates macro 
factors (i.e. the economic outlook and political risks) as well as 
company specific factors, including Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG). To find out more about our valuation process, 
please see our White Paper ‘Determining the Cost of Equity’.

We make our own proprietary ESG assessments informed by 
company knowledge and aided by external data and research. 
ESG considerations influence both our scoring of the company 
and the cost of equity—and hence the value of the company—
in order to capture the specific risks and inherent attractions 
highlighted by the company‘s ESG approach.

We use a consistent and transparent method to value 
companies in different geographies and sectors. Our approach 
allows us to determine a cost of equity (or discount rate used 
to value companies) across markets, making it possible to 
perform direct comparisons between companies in the same 
industry, in different markets.  

High conviction investing
Our focus is solely on identifying attractive investment 
opportunities for our clients. Key to this is developing a deep 
understanding of potential investments and the business 
environments in which they operate. If we do not like a company, 
we do not invest in it. In this way, we build high conviction 
strategies so that our best investment ideas can make the 
highest impact to client portfolios. Our Global Emerging 
Markets portfolios typically hold between 40–60 companies. 

We believe that the companies in which we invest and the 
portfolios that we build will continue to deliver attractive 
risk-adjusted returns in the favorable recovery environment of 
today and into the longer term. 

our research capability is supported by 
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4.  Source: Barings, FactSet, MSCI. As of August 2017.
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 William Palmer   CO-HEAD EMERGING EQUITIES TEAM

William was appointed Co-Head for Emerging and Frontier Equities Team in 2016 and in addition to this 
responsibility, William oversees our Asia ex Japan investment function. William is also co-manager on a 
number of Global Emerging Markets mandates, including Barings’ flagship Global Emerging Markets Fund. 
Prior to joining Barings in October 2011, he was Senior Asset Manager/Head of Asia ex Japan Equities at 
KBC Asset Management in Dublin. During his time at KBC Asset Management, he also held the roles of Asset 
Manager focusing on Asia ex Japan Equities and Equity Analyst responsible for producing equity research on 
Irish and Asian companies. William has an honours degree in Business Studies, majoring in Economics and 
Finance from the University of Limerick.

 Michael Levy   CO-HEAD EMERGING EQUITIES TEAM

Michael was appointed Co-Head for Emerging and Frontier Equities Team in 2016. Michael oversees the Frontiers, 
Latam and Emerging Europe functions. Michael is the lead manager of the Frontier Markets Fund and is also co-
manager on a number of Global Emerging Markets mandates including Barings’ flagship Global Emerging Markets 
Fund. Prior to this, Michael was investment manager in the EMEA & Global Frontier Markets Equity Team. He joined 
Barings in July 2012 after 17 years at AllianceBernstein where he held a number of equity portfolio management 
and research roles. His most recent responsibility before joining Barings was as a portfolio manager for Emerging 
and International equity portfolios. Michael began his career in 1992 at Grant Thornton Chartered Accountants as 
a Partner Trainee. He has a BA (Hons) in Economics and Social Studies from the University of Manchester. 



Barings is a $304+ billion* global financial services firm dedicated to meeting the evolving investment and capital needs of our clients. We build lasting partnerships 
that leverage our distinctive expertise across traditional and alternative asset classes to deliver innovative solutions and exceptional service. A subsidiary of 

MassMutual, Barings maintains a strong global presence with over 650 investment professionals and offices in 16 countries.

Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are subject to change without 
notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance. 
Investment involves risk. The value of any investments and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. Past 
performance is no indication of current or future performance. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. 
Any investment results, portfolio compositions and or examples set forth in this document are provided for illustrative purposes only and are 
not indicative of any future investment results, future portfolio composition or investments. The composition, size of, and risks associated with 
an investment may differ substantially from any examples set forth in this document. No representation is made that an investment will be 
profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes in the currency exchange rates may affect the value of investments. Prospective 
investors should read the offering documents for the details and specific risk factors of any Fund discussed in this document.

*As of December 31, 2017
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
For Professional Investors / Institutional Investors only. This document should not be 
distributed to or relied on by Retail / Individual Investors. 

Barings LLC, Barings Securities LLC, Barings (U.K.) Limited, Barings Global Advisers Limited, 
Barings Australia Pty Ltd, Barings Japan Limited, Barings Real Estate Advisers Europe Finance 
LLP, BREAE AIFM LLP, Baring Asset Management Limited, Baring International Investment 
Limited, Baring Fund Managers Limited, Baring International Fund Managers (Ireland) 
Limited, Baring Asset Management (Asia) Limited, Baring SICE (Taiwan) Limited, Baring 
Asset Management Switzerland Sarl, and Baring Asset Management Korea Limited each are 
affiliated financial service companies owned by Barings LLC (each, individually, an “Affiliate”), 
together known as “Barings.” Some Affiliates may act as an introducer or distributor of the 
products and services of some others and may be paid a fee for doing so.

NO OFFER: 
The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the 
purchase or sale of any financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material 
herein was prepared without any consideration of the investment objectives, financial 
situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive it. This document is not, and 
must not be treated as, investment advice, an investment recommendation, investment 
research, or a recommendation about the suitability or appropriateness of any security, 
commodity, investment, or particular investment strategy, and must not be construed as a 
projections or predictions.
 
In making an investment decision, prospective investors must rely on their own 
examination of the merits and risks involved and before making any investment decision, 
it is recommended that prospective investors seek independent investment, legal, tax, 
accounting or other professional advice as appropriate. 

Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those of Barings. 
These views are made in good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation 
and are subject to change without notice. Individual portfolio management teams may hold 
different views than the views expressed herein and may make different investment decisions 
for different clients. Parts of this document may be based on information received from 
sources we believe to be reliable. Although every effort is taken to ensure that the information 
contained in this document is accurate, Barings makes no representation or warranty, express 
or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the information. 

These materials are being provided on the express basis that they and any related 
communications (whether written or oral) will not cause Barings to become an investment 
advice fiduciary under ERISA or the Internal Revenue Code with respect to any retirement 
plan, IRA investor, individual retirement account or individual retirement annuity as the 
recipients are fully aware that Barings (i) is not undertaking to provide impartial investment 
advice, make a recommendation regarding the acquisition, holding or disposal of an 
investment, act as an impartial adviser, or give advice in a fiduciary capacity, and (ii) has a 
financial interest in the offering and sale of one or more products and services, which may 
depend on a number of factors relating to Barings’ business objectives, and which has been 
disclosed to the recipient. 

Nothing set forth herein or any information conveyed (in writing or orally) in connection 
with these materials is intended to constitute a recommendation that any person take or 
refrain from taking any course of action within the meaning of U.S. Department of Labor 
Regulation§2510.3-21(b) (1), including without limitation buying, selling or continuing to 
hold any security or other investment. You are advised to contact your own financial advisor 
or other fiduciary unrelated to Barings about whether any given course of action may be 
appropriate for your circumstances. The information provided herein is intended to be used 
solely by the recipient in considering the products or services described herein and may not 
be used for any other reason, personal or otherwise.

OTHER RESTRICTIONS: 
The distribution of this document is restricted by law. No action has been or will be taken by 
Barings to permit the possession or distribution of the document in any jurisdiction, where 
action for that purpose may be required. Accordingly, the document may not be used in any 
jurisdiction except under circumstances that will result in compliance with all applicable laws 
and regulations. 

Any service, security, investment or product outlined in this document may not be suitable 
for a prospective investor or available in their jurisdiction. 

The information with respect to UCITS Funds is not intended for U.S. Persons, as defined 
in Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, or persons in any other jurisdictions 
where such use or distribution would be contrary to law or local regulation.

INFORMATION: 
Barings is the brand name for the worldwide asset management or associated businesses of 
Barings. This document is issued by one or more of the following entities: 

Barings LLC, which is a registered investment adviser with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as amended (Barings LLC 
also relies on section 8.26 of NI 31-103 (international adviser exemption) and has filed the 
Form 31-103F2 in Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia, Alberta, Nova Scotia, Manitoba, New 
Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island and Saskatchewan); 

Barings Securities LLC, which is a registered limited purpose broker-dealer with the Financial 
Industry Regulatory Authority (Baring Securities LLC also relies on section 8.18 of NI 31-103 
(international dealer exemption) and has filed the Form 31-103F2 in Ontario, Quebec, British 
Columbia, Alberta, Nova Scotia, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Newfoundland and Labrador, 
Prince Edward Island and Saskatchewan);

Barings (U.K.) Limited, which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
in the United Kingdom (Ref No. 194662) and is a Company registered in England and Wales 
(No. 03005774) whose registered address is 61 Aldwych, London, WC2B 4AE; Barings Global 
Advisers Limited, which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the 
United Kingdom (Ref No. 552931) and is a Company registered in England and Wales (No. 
07622519) whose registered address is 61 Aldwych, London, WC2B 4AE and is a registered 
investment adviser with the SEC; Baring Asset Management Limited, which is authorized and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom (Ref No. 170601) and 
is a Company registered in England and Wales (No. 02915887) whose registered address 
is 155 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 3XY; Baring International Investment Limited, which is 
authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom (Ref 
No. 122628), and is a Company registered in England and Wales (No. 01426546) whose 
registered address is 155 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 3XY, is a registered investment adviser 
with the SEC (Baring International Investment Limited also relies on section 8.26 of NI 31-103 
(international adviser exemption) and has filed the Form 31-103F2 in Quebec and Manitoba; 

Barings Real Estate Advisers Europe Finance LLP, which is authorized and regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom (Ref No. 401543); or 

BREAE AIFM LLP, which is authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the 
United Kingdom (Ref No. 709904); 

Baring Fund Managers Limited, which is authorized as a manager of collective investment 
schemes with the Financial Conduct Authority in the United Kingdom and is authorized as 
an Alternative Investment Fund Manager in several European Union jurisdictions under the 
Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) passport regime;

Baring International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited), which is authorized as an Alternative 
Investment Fund Manager in several European Union jurisdictions under the Alternative 
Investment Fund Managers Directive (AIFMD) passport regime and, since April 28, 2006, as a 
UCITS management company with the Central Bank of Ireland;

Baring Asset Management Switzerland Sàrl, which is authorized by the Switzerland Financial 
Market Supervisory Authority to offer and/or distribute collective capital investments;

Barings Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 140 045 656), which is authorized to offer financial services in 
Australia under its Australian Financial Services License (No: 342787) issued by the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission; 

Baring Asset Management (Asia) Limited, which is licensed by the Securities and Futures 
Commission of Hong Kong to carry on regulated activities Type 1 (dealing in securities), 
Type 2 (dealing in futures contracts), Type 4 (advising on securities), Type 5 (advising on 
futures contracts) and Type 9 (asset management) in Hong Kong in accordance with the 
requirements set out in the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap 571); 

Barings Japan Limited, which is registered as a Financial Business Operator (Registration 
No. 396-KLFB) for Type II Financial Instruments Business, Investment Advisory and Agency 
Business, and Investment Management Business with the Financial Services Agency in Japan 
under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Act (Act No. 25 of 1948);

Baring SICE (Taiwan) Limited, an independently operated business (Business license number: 
2008 FSC- SICE- Xin- 030; Address: 21 F, No.333, Sec. 1 Keelung Road, Taipei 11012; Taiwan 
Contact telephone number: 0800 062 068); or 

Baring Asset Management Korea Limited, which is authorized by the Korean Financial 
Services Commission to engage in collective investment business and is registered with the 
Korean Financial Services Commission to engage in privately placed collective investment 
business for professional investors, discretionary investment business and advisory business.

Copyright
Copyright in this document is owned by Barings. Information in this document may be 
used for your own personal use, but may not be altered, reproduced or distributed without 
Barings’ consent.


